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Programming Applications for Microsoft Windows (Dv-Mps General)Microsoft Press, 1999
Microsoft Windows is a complex operating system. It  offers so many features and does so much that it's impossible  for any one person to fully understand the entire system.  This complexity also makes it difficult for someone to decide  where to start concentrating the learning effort. Well, I  always like to start at the lowest level by...
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Desktop Applications for Microsoft VC++ 6.0: MCSD Training Kit (for exam 70-016)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Desktop Applications with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 MCSD Training Kit. By completing the chapters and associated Lab exercises in this course, you will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to develop solutions using Visual C++ 6.0.

This book addresses the objectives of the Microsoft Certified Solution Developer...
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Code Complete, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2004

	This book synthesizes construction techniques from a variety of sources. In addition to being widely scattered, much of the accumulated wisdom about construction has resided outside written sources for years (Hildebrand 1989, McConnell 1997a). There is nothing mysterious about the effective, high-powered programming techniques...
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Microsoft  Visual Basic  2005 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2005
Welcome to Microsoft Visual Basic 2005 Step by Step, a comprehensive introduction to Visual Basic programming using the Microsoft Visual Basic 2005 software. I've designed this practical, hands-on tutorial with a variety of skill levels in mind. The result is that new programmers can learn software...
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C# Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so...
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Microsoft Office 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003

	Hey, you know your way around Microsoft Office—so now dig into the 2003 edition and really put your PC to work! Covering Microsoft Access, Excel, FrontPage, Outlook, PowerPoint, Word, and new Microsoft Office InfoPath, this supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds in...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-284): Implementing and Managing Microsoft Exchange Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2004
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-284—and on the job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a system of lessons, hands-on exercises, troubleshooting labs, and review questions.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to:

	Plan, install,...
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Network Programming for Microsoft Windows (Microsoft Professional Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Network Programming for Microsoft Windows! This book covers a wide variety of networking functions available in Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 4, Windows 2000, and Windows CE. The text is designed with the intermediate to advanced programmer in mind, but beginning programmers will find it a useful reference and a...
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MCAD/MCSD Self-Paced Training Kit: Developing Web Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
Welcome to MCAD/MCSD Training Kit—Developing Web Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET. By completing the lessons and exercises in this book, you will acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to develop Web-based applications in ...
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Programming Windows With MFCMicrosoft Press, 1999
Like many of my colleagues in this industry, I learned Windows programming from Charles Petzold's Programming Windows—a classic programming text that is the bible to an entire generation of Windows programmers. When I set out to become an MFC programmer in 1994, I went shopping for an MFC equivalent to Programming...
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Inside Server-Based ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Inside Server-Based Applications is designed to guide you from being a server-based applications novice to becoming a server-based applications expert. I start with some general background material about server-based applications and then move into the specifics of the APIs and technologies that allow you to create useful server-based...
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Microsoft Office Word 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to use the word processing power in Word 2003.  With Step by Step, you can take just the lessons you need, or work from cover to cover. Either way, you drive the instruction—building and practicing the skills you need, just when you need them!
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